The XBRL Viewer
Free!

Until now, viewing XBRL taxonomies and instance documents has been
difficult, if not impossible. Rivet Software’s new Dragon View™ XBRL viewer is
the solution to working with XBRL taxonomies and instance documents
in a way easily understandable by finance and accounting professionals.
Whether you want to explore XBRL data for the first time or need more
advanced viewing and rendering capabilities, Dragon View provides an easy
to use and robust solution.
Dragon View, used in conjunction with Rivet’s industry-leading Dragon
Tag® XBRL enabler markup solution, provides start-to-finish support for
your XBRL projects. Incorporating the same user-centric and easy-to-learn
functionality that has earned Dragon Tag praise by finance professionals
across the world, Dragon View lets you view XBRL information without being
exposed to the technical complexity sometimes associated with XBRL.

Dragon View Features

• Quick and easy display of XBRL information with robust
viewing and display options
• Export XBRL information into Microsoft Excel® for further
review and analysis

Easily view XBRL documents with robust display options

• Drill into taxonomy and instance document supporting information including definitions and authoritative references
• Opens any XBRL 2.1 compliant document
Dragon View is designed for anyone within the business reporting supply chain
interested in working with XBRL documents. For users who want to begin exploring XBRL, Dragon View’s provides simple yet powerful viewing functionality. For
more advanced users, Dragon View provides detailed insight into taxonomy and
instance document information in order to verify XBRL data as part of a final
review and approval process.
Dragon View installs easily on your computer and does not require Administrator
rights. Once installed, Dragon View works with XBRL documents loaded locally or
on the Internet and provides the speed and performance users expect from Rivet
products. With robust and customizable view options, XBRL information is
presented the way you want to see it.

Export XBRL Data to Microsoft Excel

Export XBRL taxonomies and documents
to Microsoft Excel

XBRL instance documents contain valuable financial information that can
be used to build charts and graphs. Dragon View leverages the analytic
power of Microsoft Excel by letting you easily export XBRL data into a
spreadsheet for further analysis and use. Coupled with Dragon Tag’s
markup functionality, Dragon View rounds out Rivet’s continued commitment to provide XBRL support for the productivity application of choice for
accounting and finance professionals the world over - Microsoft® Office.

View XBRL Documents The Way You Want To
Dragon View makes working with and viewing XBRL taxonomies
and instance documents fast and simple. Dragon View provides
application-level and “on the y” viewing options that let you control
the way you see the information. XBRL taxonomies and instance
documents provide a wealth of information that can be very
overwhelming. Dragon View’s focus on simplicity ensures you see just
the information you need to get started. When additional detail is
required, Dragon View offers a number of configurable view options to
let you gain additional insight into XBRL documents.

Configurable View Options
Control how Dragon View displays XBRL information. Choose from
display options such as:
• Column Filters for selecting specific companies, segments,

calendars, scenarios, or units.
• View Types for displaying information based on Presentation,

Detail panes enable drilling into XBRL supporting information, including definitions and authoritative references

Calculation, or Element views
• Labels for viewing one or more label values (roles) for XBRL
elements
• Language for changing information “on the y” from one
language to another
• “Intelligent” grouping of instance document columns

Free to Use!
Dragon View is a free to use application that provides the ability to
view XBRL 2.1-compliant taxonomies and instance documents. Display options enable you to create view custom views while detailed
taxonomy information and basic search and printing capabilities
enable you to locate and review information quickly and efficiently.
Beyond basic viewing capabilities, Dragon View offers a broad
range of enhancements such as being able to open multiple taxonomies and instance documents at the same time. Dragon View
also provides integration with Microsoft Of ce by offering the ability
to export XBRL documents to Microsoft Excel as well as advanced
search capabilities.
Download a trial version of Dragon View from the Rivet Software
web site (www.rivetsoftware.com/dragonview) and experience the
power of viewing XBRL data easier than it’s ever been before!

Language and multiple view options enable simplified
viewing of XBRL documents
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